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Summary.-A rapid method is described of making calculations of airscrew
performance by means of charts. The :first application is to ordinary strip
theory calculations on the basis of the formulae of Ref. 5. Six charts are
required for each radius for which the value of thrust grading, etc., are to be
derived; of these six, four depend on number of blades but are otherwise uni
versal, since they are independent of shape of blade section, and do not
involve the blade width or blade angle explicitly; they are based purely on the
application of Prandtl theory to the airscrew and contain no empirical adjust
ments. The remaining two charts involve the lift and drag curves of the
section.

The second application gives a considerable further simplification in that
the charts are required for a single standard radius (0' 7) only; the thrust
coefficient corresponding to a given working condition can then be deduced by a
simple operation with three charts while the torque involves three further charts
and a simple addition. The accuracy of the second method is increased if
the lift and drag charts are deduced by analysis of observations on (model)
airscrews, an analysis which can be performed rapidly by means of the re
maining four charts; such an analysis of the results of the" wind tunnel tests of
high pitch airscrews "4 shows that the method will give reasonably consistent
results over a range of pitch ratio from 0·3 to 2· 5, while there is little doubt
that the method will cover the range of blade width likely to occur in practice.
Changes of blade section and also of plan form and twist may be included
if necessary by modifying the lift and drag curves. The second method has
also been remarkably successful in its application to the stalled range of an
airscrew, a range in which there is at present no other available method.

It is further suggested that the first method might prove very convenient
for analysing wind tunnel tests of model airscrews at high tip speed; the
accuracy of application of the second method might be improved by basing
the lift curves on full scale values of power, speed and revolutions, combined
with an estimate of profile drag.

Note.-For practical use the necessary charts should be plotted on a fairly
large scale from the tables given in the report; e.g., Chart 1 should be a trans
parency measuring at least 22 in. X 15 in. The small scale charts given in
the report are intended for illustration only.
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LIST OF SYlVIBOLS

(cf. also list of symbols in ReI. 5.)

() - Blade ~n~le. l.
~ = Blade incidence. J FIg. 1. (p. 4).

if; = () - ~.

rPo §2, Equation 2, and Fig. L

P= if; - rPo· Fig. l.
W = Resultant velocity relative to a blade element. F ig. l.

wI = Total interference velocity. Fig. 1.

0= Angular velocity, radians per second.
r - Radius of blade element.

R = Tip radius,

%' = r/R.
r. = " Tip loss coefficient" Ref. 5, §2.

s = Solidity = Nc/2nr.

N = Number of blades.

c = Blade chord.

ks; kD = Lift and drag coefficients of blade element (two dimensional flow).

kLo = kL - SkD tan 4> (above the stalling angle) .

Wc §2, Equation (6).

VVc §2, Equation (7).

PI = " Induced " power loss } (Lb f d)s. t. per secon .
p 2 = Profile drag power loss

kP l = P I/2n en 3
D5} §2 (9) and (12); §3.2 (5) and (6).

kP
2

= P 2/2n en 3 D5 .
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'' ' 2. Basis afGraphical Methad.-We proceed to describe the
. ,graphical method as applied to calculate the performance of a blade

element at a given radius for a given value of J. The method has
becoIl1epossible as a result of neglecting the profile drag in calculat
ll1g the interference ,velocity. It has been shown that this omission
is fully justified at any rate so long as the blade section is operating

>:bel()w the stalling angle.5 The formulae thus simplified are given
~Ref.3, p . 22, and in Ref. 5, §3.

1. Introduction.-The present report describes a rapid method of
carrying out airscrew strip theory calculations by means of suitable
charts. The method maybe based either on the standard formulae
of the "vortex theory" assuming an infinite number of blades
(R. & M.. 8921) , or on ,the improved formulae described in R. & M.
13772 and R. & M. 15213 which include a correction for tip loss.

, In' carrying out a detailed strip theory calculation on the basis
of either assumption by standard methods (as described, e.g., in
R. & M. 8921 or R. & M. 16745) it is assumed that values of the lift
and drag coefficients of the section, in two dimensional flow, are
known, at a series of standard radii, as well as the chord and blade angle
ofthe sections. It is then possible, for each standard radius and for
assumednaluos ofthe blade incidence, to calculate values of J (= VJnD)
and of thrust and torque grading, but it is necessary to cross plot
in order to obtain values of thrust and torque grading for given J
before drawing and integrating the thrust and torque grading
curves.

A2(29283)

The charts here described make it possible to determine thrust
and torque grading directly for given values of J and so avoid not
only the labour of computing the formulae but also the labour of
cross plotting. The method is specially convenient when results
are required for a single working condition only. There still remains,
however, the labour of drawing the thrust and torque grading curves
and integrating them graphically. The only way of obtaining
further simplification is to confine the calculations to a single
standard radius and (assuming the shape of the thrust grading curves,
etc., to be the same for all cases) to use a constant integrating factor
to determine the area. Considerable success has been attained with
the application of this simplification to the airscrews tested in the
recent research on high pitch models at the National Physical
Laboratorysand the combination of this method with the graphical
method is the principal subject of this report. The combination
of the two reduces the labour of calculation to such an extent that
the performance of a given airscrew at a single value of J can be
obtained in a few minutes and its complete performance in con
siderably under an hour.

.{{ •...•..,'
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For the purpose of computing the charts it is convenient to use
a slightly modified set of formulae. These may be obtained most
simply from the geometry of Fig. 1 together with the fundamental
relation .

skL W
w1 == 2" sin.p , . • . • (1)

which is identical with Ref. 5, p. 4, equation (7). Hereej, is the lift
coefficient of the blade section in two dimensional flow, s is the
solidity ratio at radius r given by

, Ne
s=2nr'

(where N is the number of blades and e is the chord length of the
section), and " is the tip loss coefficient defined in Ref. 5, §2. The
formulae may also be easily verified algebraically from those of
Ref. 5.

v

r.n

FIG. 1.

The figure is similar to Fig. 1 of Ref. 5 and represents the various
velocity components in a plane at right angles to a blade at radius r,

In calculating the charts itIs convenient to use J ( . nV/RD.)
and f3 (Fig. 1) as independent variables. Then cPo is given by the
equation

tan epo = V/rD.
= J/nx ,

and ep is given by
(2)

(3)
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(4)skL = 2~ sin 4> tan f3 ,

contain data for c()p.strncting .the charts (for radius
rlonly'F;,·they:sho!uld course be drawn ona considerably larger scale.

A3

skr,) is known it is a simple matter to determine
1:t\.]:tl.S·t iClD~ttJ.C1ent of the blade element and the "induced power .

most conveniently obtained from Charts .3

w1jW = tan {3 1

by the geometry of the figure. Equations (2), (3) and (4) determine
skL as a function of ] and {3; or ] and 4> only (for given x) since ~ is
a known function of cP and x (for a given number of blades) by the
Tables or Charts of Ref. 5 (Table 1 and Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6). These
e;qllations do not involve sand kL separately nor do they contain
thel:>lade angle () nor the incidence (J.. It is therefore possible to
construct chart 1 (Fig. 2)* consisting of a set of curves of skL against
e/>.fora 'series of constant values of ].

The essential feature of the method is the use of this chart in
conjunction with Chart 2 (Fig. 3) consisting of curves of skL against a
foraseries of constant values of s, derived from the lift curve of the
blade section in two dimensional flow. Chart 1 is superposed on
Chart 2 (one of these two charts must be transparent), the scale
ate/> in Chart 1 being equal but in the opposite sense to the scale
ofcein Chart 2. The zero of (J. on Chart 2 is adjusted to coincide
with a value of e/> in Chart 1 equal to the known value of the blade
angle () of the section. The value of 1> for any point on Chart 1 and
the value of ex; for the corresponding point on Chart 2, then satisfy the
geometrical relation (Fig. 1).

4> = f) - ex; • (5)

FronIequa.t.ion (1)

smce

ne:nce the point of intersection of the curve of Chart 1 for a given
of J with the curve of Chart 2 for a given value of s (corres

ponomg to the chord length of the section) determines values of
. \.............. kL ) , e/> and a, which are solutions of equations (2, 3, 4 and

' agrven value of J; from these the thrust and torque of the blade
determined when the blade angle 8, the t r solidity"

s.ano.tnereiation h .ar"l: 'rTc>£''''''' kL and a are known. This result could not
obtained arithmeticallx for given] except by successiveapproxi

dotted curve in Chart 1 shows the position of the curve
of Chart 2, for s = 0 ·07 with the zero adjusted for

corresponding to an airscrew of PjD 1·0. Its inter
.g.) J = 0 '8, gives :-

e/> = 22,450
, ex; = 2.00 0

..
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and 4 (Figs. 4 and 5) consisting of curves of dkT /d(x2) , and tWe
respectively against skL for a series of constant values of J. These
charts are computed from the following formulae derivable from the
geometry of Fig. 1.

We =W 1 sec cp/RQ (definition)

x sin fJ
- cos cpo cos cp ,

\Yc =VV/R Q (definition)

= x cos fJ/cos 1>0 " (7)

(9)

(8)

Neglecting the contribution of the profile drag to the thrust
(which is justifiable below the stalling angle), the element of thrust
on a blade element is given by

dT = (} C dr . \iV2 kL cos cp,

so that
1 1 dT ?

(} (RQ)2· ;; • d(r2) = skI. \Yew cos cp

and
dkT n3

d(x2) = 4- . skI. . \Ve
2 cos 4>

Similarly the element of thrust pow er loss is (Ref. 5, §3 (11))

dP1='l(')ldTsecep ,

and its coefficient is given by

dkp 1 dkT

d(xiY = ~ ZC'c d(x 2) ,

derivable from l{ef. 5, §3, (17) and (33).

It has been found convenient to use the chart of We against skI.
(Chart 4, Fig. 5) in combination with equation (9), rather than to
construct Cl chart of dkp l/d(x

2) , because 'We (as well as dkT/d(x
2) ) is

nearly linear in skL .

In order to obtain the torque and efficiency from the equations

kQ = (J k'I/ 2n) + kp 1 + k p 2 ' (10)

kp 1 -f- kp 2
1 - '}/ = --r---- , (11)

Q

(ReI. 5, §3, (34) and (35)) it is necessary to obtain the coefficient of
profile drag power loss at the blade element. This is given by the
equat ion

(12)
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derivable from Ref. 5, §3, (18) and (33). In equation (7) fJ is seldom
greater than 10° and so VVe is practically a function of epo or J only

(for given x). A table or curve of ~3 VV,3 ( = S~D . ~~x:)) as a function

of J is therefore prepared by putting fJ = 6 0 say, in equation (5)
giving, cos f3 = 0 ·995, (Fig. 6). A value of skD is determined from
the profile drag coefficient of the blade section plotted against et.
(Chart 6, Fig. 7). If desired a chart of dkp 2/d(x

2) against skD for
given J may be prepared , the curves being straight lines.

An essential feature of the method is that the 3 charts 1, 3 and 4
(with curve 5) are of universal application for a given radius and
number of blades, being independent of blade section, chord and
blade angle. Charts 2 and 6 on the other hand involve the lift and
drag coefficients of the particular blade section, with a constant
multiplier for blade width but are not affected by the blade angle
or the particular value of J. The combined charts cover all values
of 0 and s up to the limits of the scales of skL and cp.

It is proposed to calculate sets of Charts 1, 3 and 4 over suitable
ranges of skL for radii x = 0 ·3,0 '45,0 '6, O'7,0 '8,0 ·9 and 0 ·95 and
for 2, 3 and 4 bladed airscrcws. The method will then determine
dkT/d(x

2) , dkp 1/d(x
2) , dkp 2/d(x

2) for a series of even values of J at all
the standard ra clii, and it will then only be necessary to plot these
three coefficients against x2 and integrate graphically in order to
obtain kI' and ">, + kp 2. (See l~ef. 5, Figs. 10, 11 and 12.) The
~ orquc coefficient and efficiency are then given by equa t ions (10)
and (11).

The effect of comprcssibility could be included in calculations by
tl .is method provided that the values of kL and kl) for the sections,
considered as functions of the ratio of the velocity to the velocity
of sound, wc:re known. Conversely the method would be very
convenient for analysing observations of the type made at the
f( .A.E. on high tip speed airscrews, Ref. 6.

Charts for use by the above method are being calculated at the
rime of writing but have not yet been used. The method has only
been used in conjunction with the further simplification of making
calculat ions at a single radius and using integrating factors. This
method will be described in the next section, being to some extent
independent of the graphical method and having been used first in
point of time.

3. S£mplijied Method of Calculation.s-Asi order to save part of
the labour of making detailed strip theory calculations, attempts
have oft en been made in the past to use calculations at a single
standard radius, and to determine the thrust and torque by means
of integrating factors. It seemed worth while to attempt this
method on the basis of the assumptions of Refs. 2 and 3. The use
of charts of the type already described is specially convenient when

(:292.s3) A4



working at a single standard radius. The method has the additional
advantage that it can be used either directly , to calculate the thrust
and torque of the airscrew from the lift and drag curves of the
standard section, or inversely to deduce lift and drag curves of the
standard section from the thrust and torque of the airscrew. The
thrust and torque of a typical airscrew might be calculat ed by the
detailed strip theory set forth in §2 and afterwards the inverse method
for a standard section employed to deduce lift and drag curves.

It is evident that the success of the present method does not
require that the fictitious lift and drag deduced in this way should
agree closely with the t rue lift and drag of the section at the standard
radius; it is sufficient if the same lift and drag curves are deduced
from an analysis of screws of widely different pitch, solidity and
plan form having the same blade section at the standard radius. As
a first test of this method it is therefore convenient to use it to
analyse the exper ime nts on a family of model airscrews described
in Ref. 4.

3.2 . I nverse 'JJu thod.-\Vhcn thrust gra ding curves are plotted
on a basis of radius squared as in Ref. 5, Fig. 10, in accordance with
§2 (8) , the curve approximates in form t o a semi-circle or semi
ellipse for which the area would have the value

n id di4 X nu or mate.

The mid ordinate corresponds to x 2 = 0·5 or x = (). 707 and the
value x = 0 ·7 has been ch osen for conven ience. Th e procedure is
otherwise precisely simila r t o that used in det ailed st rip t heory
calculations except that the formulae

are replaced by

kT = f{dkTld (xZ)} d(x2)

kp 1 = f{dk p1/d(x 2 )} d(x2)

k p 2 = f{ dk1' 2/ d (x2
)} d(x 2

)

kT = lJi dkT /d(x 2)

= (n4j 16) S/~L \\TcZ cos ef ,

l~p1 = in d!?p )d(xZ)

_ 1 "", l»
- -2'w c "'T ,

(1 )

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

kp:!. = ;In d!?pz /d(xZ
)

= (n4/32) skI) V\lc3. (6)

The char t of skL agains t ep for given J (Chart 1, Fig. 2) is con
structed for radius (). 7, as well as the char t of ie ; agains t skL (Chart
4); the chart of dkT/d(xZ) and curve of (l lsk!)) X (dkpzld(xZ) ) ,

(Charts 3 and 5) are replaced by a chart of kT against skL and Cl curve
of kpz/skD against J according to equations (4) and (6), (Figs. 4 and 6).
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The in verse of the method described in §2 is then employed to
deduce curves of kL and kD against It. from observed performance
curves of an airscrcw in the form of curves of kT and kQ against J
First read off skL from Fig. 4 for given J and hT- Next read off ep
from Fig. 2 for given J and shL and deduce It. from § 2(5). To
obtain kD determine Wc from Chart 4, Fig. 5, from the observed
value of J and from the deduced value of skL . Then obtain kp z from
the relation

hp = kQ -f kT/2n - ·~·w kT2 ,. 2 c ,

using the observed values of hT' kQ and J, and deduce skD from the
curve of kp2/skD against J in Fig. 5.*

The observed thrust and torque coefficients of the main series
of two and four bladed model airscrews of varying pitch? have been
analysed in this way, and the values of kL and kD deduced from
them are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9 for the two bladers. The results
for the four bladers arc similar, and the smoothed values for two and
four blades as well as the mean of the values for two and four blades
are recorded in Table 3.

The extent of the variation of the !tL and kD curves with pitch
for two bladed airscrews is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 and the results
for two bladed and four bladed airscrews were found to be in reason
ably good agreement with each other. For a range of pitch from
{)·3 to 1-5 the agreement on kL below the stall is good enough for
practical purposes; at still higher pitch values there is a small but
definite variation with pitch.

The kD points appear to be more scattered than the kL points
but for the higher pitched screws the contribution of the drag to the
torque is small; in the extreme case of the lowest kD (PID 2· 5)
shown in Fig. 9, the drag contributes only 3~ per cent. to the torque
observation from which it was deduced. Thus for a screw of this
pitch the extreme variations in Fig. 9 would correspond to variations
of only about 1 per cent. on torque. It has been verified by com
parison with direct strip theory calculations that the tendency for
the !~L values of the highest pitch airscrews (Fig. 8) to depart from
the mean curve is due almost entirely to the assumption of a constant
integrating factor, since the detailed strip theory results (Ref. 5) are
in good agreement with experiment.

:-3.3. The Direct J.11 cthod.-The direct application of the graphical
method at a single standard radius now requires little further
explanation. t The method described in Section 2 is followed in
detail except that the chart of d.kT/d(x':.) against skL and the curve of
(1/shD ) X dkp2/d(xZ) against J (Figs. 4 and 6) are replaced by a chart
of kT against skL and a curve of kpz/skD against J respectively
according to equations (4) and (6) of §3.2.

* A detailed example is given in. Appendix A.I.
t A detail calculation is given in the Appendix A.2.
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The most useful course for the practical designer of airscn.wa
who uses a defini t e set of blade sections will be to compute the thrust
and torque of a typical scre w (of P/D 1·5 say) by detailed strip
t he ory below the stall (assuming that t he lift and drag of the sect ions
is known) , and then to employ the inocrse method of §3.2 to deduce
standard !'L and kD curves which could be us ed in conjunction with
the direct method to calculat e the performance of screws over a
wide range of pitch and solidit y. In the absence of data of t his
kind (and in any case above t he stall) it is suggested that the values
of kL and kD , given in Table 3, which were deduced from the m odel
airscrew experiments of Rei. 4, sho uld be used for th is purpose .

In order to secure t he greatest possible economy of time III

calculating kQ it would be desirable t o construct a char t of :-

(J kT /2n + ~wc kT)

against skL . Then kp 2 is deduced from the curve of kP 2/skD against ] ,
and kQ is given by

kQ = (J kT /2n + -~ wc kT ) + kp 2 (1 )

It is reasonable to assume that the results are valid over a large
r ange of values of s (solidity ratio) and for a com plete range of angles
of pitch (to the degree of accuracy indicated by Figs. 8 and 9). A
change of blade twist or of pla»: f orm might affec t the lift and drag
curves obtained from analys is of airscrcw performance in so far
as these curves differ from the actual lift and drag curves of t he
section at radius O· 7 (Fig. 10) ; t he re quired alteration might be calcu
lated on t he basis of detailed st rip theory , or a model t est of a t yp ical
airsc rew. The kL and kD values of Table 3 (mean of 2 and 4 blades)
are compared in Fig. 10 with t he measured lift and drag curves of
the section at radius 0 ·7 (deduced by interpolat ion from Table ~) of
H.. & M. 8921) . The lift curves are in good agrecnlent near zero lift
but there is an appreciable difference at h igh lifts and a similar
disagreement 011 drag in the high lift region. The values of maximum
lift and minimum drag are however in reasonably good agree me nt .
The effect of change of blade section should be allowed for by alterat ion
of the lift and drag curves either directly on the basis of a t est of th(~

aerofoil section at a radius 0·7 or of a calculation by the theory of
th in aero foils (Fig. 10) for the lift , and by est imation for the dra g.

4. T ables for constructing charts.-Tablcs 1 and 2 give values of
the quantities 0/, skL , Wc, kT' as functions of J and {J, and of kP 2/skD ,

as a function of J, (for fJ = 6° only) for radius x = 0 ,7. These
quanti ties are directly calculated" by means of formulae (2), (3), (4),
(6) and (7) of §2 and (4) and (6) of §3.2, combined with values of se
derived from R ef. 5, Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6. Of these quantities, 4>, 'Wc,

and kp 2 are independent of number of blades for given fJ so that
- - - '-'- - - .._------ - - -- _ . --- - --- --- -- - -

$ It is unnec essary t o calculate eve ry ent ry in t he t able di rect ly, as inter
mediate va lues m ay be filled in by plotting the figures in any column against J.
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only skL and kT have to be repeated when N varies. Results for
2, 3 and 4 blades are given in Table 1 while values of skL and kT for
6 blades and infinity blades are given separately in Table 2 as t hey
are less often required. Charts 1, 3, 4 and 5 can be constructed by
direct plotting from these tables, and it seemed preferable to publish
the tables rather than to attempt to reproduce the charts themselves
on a sufficiently large scale.

5. Further Simplification for the Torque.-In so far as the con
t ribut ion of the drag to the t orque is fairly small below the stall,
especially for high pitch airscrews, it might be worth while to assume
the drag coefficient t o be independent of incidence; on this assump
t ion kQ is a function of skL , ] and s only, which varies only slowly
with s so that a limit ed number of charts for different values of s
would determine values of kQ directly without the need of using Figs.
6 and 7 and equat ion (10) of §2 or (1) of §3.3. This further simplifi
cat ion suggest s the possibility of using the method t o analyse full
scale airscrew data in which the forward speed, rotational speed and
engine power only are known. The best way to do this would be to
est imate the profile drag power from curves such as Figs. 2- 7 already
available, and then to use t he observed torque power less profile
drag power, to calculat e a point on a curve of skL against et, precisely
as was done in §3.2 on the basis of observed thrust coefficient.

6. Stalled R angc.-The simplified method of §3 has been applied
successfully to a stalled airscrew, with the single modification that
it has been necessary to replace equation §2 (8) or §3.2 (4) by the more
exact equations

dkT /d(x2) = (n3/4) s VVc2 (kL cos q; - kD sin cp)l

kT = (n4j16) s Wc
2 (kL cos q; - kD sin cMJ

(Ref. 5, p . 8, equation 24). According to this equa tion the method
of ana lys is described in §3.2 de termines t he value of

skLo = skL - skD tan q; (definition of kLO) (2)

and also values of skD and of cP , so that the t rue value of skL can at
once be calculated. In Fig. 8, all poin ts for which et is greater than
10° include this correction and it is evident that results above the
st all deduced from airscrews of varying pitch are reasonably con
sistent. In the direct applicat ion of the method the value of cP is
at first unknown, and it would be necessary t o proceed by success ive
approximation. The method is described in detail in Appendix A.3
which shows that the additional labour required is quite small.

It is important t o emphasize that beyond the stall the results of
detailed strip theory calculations based on aerofoil data at present
available have been found to be unreliable, and that it is essent ial
to use the lift and drag coefficients for the standard sect ions (such as
those of Table 3) derived from t ests of act ual airscrews.
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7. Conclus'ions.-The simplifications of strip theory calculations
described in the present report have arisen naturally from two
modifications of the standard formulae as described in E. & M. 13772 •

(1) The omission of the profile drag coefficient in calculating the
interference velocity; this made the graphical method possible.

(2) The use of thrust grading curves plotted on a base of the
square of the radius instead of the first power. This suggested the
possibility of obtaining reasonably accurate results by making
calculations at a radius 0·7 and using integrating factors.

A very rapid method of computing airscrew performance has been
developed which gives good accuracy up to P ID 1·0 or 1·5 and fair
accuracy up to P/D2·S.

It would be possible to include the effect of compressibility of
the air in calculations by the approximate method of §3 but the
accuracy obtainable is doubtful because the effect falls off rapidly
on proceeding inwards from the blade tip. The possible accuracy
could be determined by comparison with detailed strip theory cal
culations in which the effect of compressibility was included; for
this purpose the graphical method as described in §2 would be
convenient.

,
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